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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall be concerned with the class of eigenvalue problems 
of the form 
(Lu)(x) = Am(x) u(x), XEQ, (1.1) 
where L is a linear, strongly elliptic differential operator defined in the 
region Q c R" and m is a real-valued, measurable weight function defined 
in 52 which takes on positive and negative values. Throughout it will be 
assumed that Q has a smooth closed boundary X2 and that the imposed 
boundary conditions are consistent with an eigenvalue problem in either a 
bounded or unbounded region. 
Recently there has been an increase of interest in such problems which 
forms the prototype for specific problems in such areas as atomic scattering 
processes [l&3] and the theory of nonlinear equations [4, 51. In connec- 
tion with the former we could draw particular attention to the works of 
Beals [6, 71 and Kaper et al. [S], which have provided much of the 
motivation for this paper. 
The fact that m has an indefinite sign on Q presents problems which do 
not arise in a corresponding generalized eigenvalue problem with definite 
weight. The central problem in both cases is of course the same; determine 
the values 1, for which there exist non-trivial solutions U, to the 
problem (1.1) and establish associated expansion theorems. However, the 
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indefiniteness of m induces the natural decomposition Q = sZ+ u Q- u Q”, 
where 
Q+ = {x~Q;m(x)>O}, Sz- = {xEQ;m(x)<O}, 
iSo= {xEQ;m(x)=O}. 
(1.2) 
Consequently it is now of interest [7, S] to establish whether or not expan- 
sion theorems can be established over the Sz’ in terms of the restrictions of 
the U, to these sets. More specifically, if the problem (1.1) is in the Hilbert 
space .Y = L2(Q + u 52 -; Im(x)l dx), the following two problems arise: 
Pl: Determine the eigensolution sequence {A,, u,} and the con- 
ditions for the U, to be a (Schauder) basis for 2. 
P2: Determine when the restricted eigensolutions {A,.+, u: > and 
{A,, ur }, A,+ > 0, 1; 60, provide a basis for g+ = L2(Q+; m(x) dx) and 
Y- = L2(Q-; -m(x) dx), respectively. 
These problems have been considered for certain particular cases in [S] 
and rather more generally in [7]. However, neither of these treatments was 
given within the framework of the theory of indefinite inner product spaces 
[9], which it is felt is a natural setting for such problems. By means of such 
a theory a unified treatment can be developed for the above problems 
which clarifies much of their structure and also provides a basis for the 
analysis of problems more general than those centred on ordinary differen- 
tial equations. 
We shall illustrate our approach by considering here in detail the case 
where L is the Sturm-Liouville expression 
(LUNX) = -(P(X) u’(x))’ + 4(x) 4x), ’ = d/dx, (1.3) 
defined on the open interval Q=(a,b)cR’, where -oo<a<b<co, p 
and q are real-valued measurable functions on Q whose definitions will be 
made precise in the sequel, and it is supposed that both points a and b are 
singular [ 10, p. 493. In Section 2 we introduce definitions and assumptions 
and establish some preliminary results which we require for the proofs of 
our main results; in particular we introduce the operators A and T as 
selfadjoint realizations in X = L’(Q) of L and m, respectively. In Section 3 
we deal with the case where 0 E P(A), and our main results concerning full- 
and half-range expansions are given in Theorem 3.1. In Section 4 we deal 
with the more difficult case where OE o(A) and the inner product (Ta, a) is 
degenerate on ker A [9, p. 91, where ( , ) denotes the inner product in X, 
and our main results are given in Theorem 4.1. Last, Section 5 is devoted 
to the case where OE a(A) and the inner product (T*, .) is not degenerate 
on ker A, and our main results are given in Theorem 5.1, while Section 6 is 
devoted to examples. 
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Finally, we mention that the novelty in our approach lies in combining 
the equivalence of norms established by Beals [7] with certain 
isomorphism results pertaining to indefinite inner product spaces. By doing 
this we show in particular that the results of previous works in this area 
[7, S] can be obtained quite simply. Specifically, in Section 6 we 
demonstrate that the examples considered in [7, 81 fall readily within the 
framework of our theory. In addition a structure is presented here for 
discussing quite general problems in the class (1.1 ), and in particular, of 
problems arising in partial differential equations, which will be the subject 
of investigation in subsequent works. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
The main results referred to in the Introduction will depend upon a cer- 
tain series of lemmas and assumptions which we now present. Accordingly, 
referring to (1.3) we henceforth suppose that p >O with p and l/p in 
Lc&Q), q = q1 + q2, where q1 2 0, q2 < 0, and both q1 are in L:,,(Q). We let 
( , ) and I( 11 denote the inner product and norm, respectively, in 2 (see 
Section l), and in X we introduce the forms Bi with domains D( Bi), 
i=0,1,2,delined byD(B,)={u/uE~nH:,,(S2),~“~u’E~}, B,(u,u)= 
(pu’, v’)foru, uED(B,),D(B,)= {U I UE%, lqil’/* u~~},B~(t.4, u)= (qiu, u) 
for U, u E D(B;) (i = 1,2), where for any open set G, H’(G) denotes the usual 
Sobolev space of order I related to L2(G). It is not difficult to verify that 
the form R,+ B, is closed in X[ll, p, 3191. 
ASSUMPTION 2.1. We henceforth suppose that D(B,) 3 D( B, + B, ) and 
that B=C:=, B, (with D(B) = nf=, D(Bi)) is non-negative and closed 
in X. 
We now have B(u, U) 2 0 for u E V= D(B), and, moreover, in view of the 
Sobolev imbedding theorem we may henceforth assume that if UE V, then 
u E Co(Q) since this can always be achieved by modifying u on a set of 
measure zero. 
LEMMA 2.1. If UE V, f ~2, and B(u, u)= (h u) for every UE V, then 
PU’ E fcX(Q). 
ProoJ: Let X’E 52 and choose R > 0 small enough that the interval 
S,={xlx~Q, Ix-x”I<R}cf2. ForO<r<R, let ~ECF(S,), O<c<l, 
[=l for Ix-x’I<r, [=O for (x-x”(>(R+r)/2 and put F,(d)= 
(CPU’, 4’) for 4~ H’(S,). Then since c# E V, it follows that lRU($)l < 
r(fs, Ml* dx)“‘, where the constant y does not depend upon 4, and since 
H’(S,) is dense in L’(S,), we conclude that there is a u+EL’(S~) such 
LEMMA 2.2. C,“(Q) is a core of B. 
Proof: Consider first the case where q2 ~0 and suppose that the 
assertion is false. Then there exists a UE I’, u #O? such that pu’ E H:,,(Q) 
and -(pu’)’ + (q + 1) ZJ = 0 in X. Supposing as we may do that u is 
real-valued, it follows that for a < t < t < b, 
{w},--(w),= [‘(p(u’)‘+(q+ 1) u*) dx. 
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that F,(4) = jsR U+ 4 dx for every #E L*(S,). Hence for 4~ C,“(S,), 
jS,pu’$’ dx = js, u+$ dx, and the assertion of the lemma now follows. 
In light of the Sobolev imbedding theorem we henceforth suppose that if 
u E V and pu’ E H&,(Q), then pu’ has been modified on a set of measure 
zero so that pu’ E C”(Q). Note from the above results that if u E V and 
pu’ E H:,,(Q), then LU (as given by (1.3)) is a regular distribution such that 
Lu E L;,(Q). Finally, for later use we require some further terminology. 
Accordingly, for U, u E V and pu’ E H:,,,(Q) let {u, u}~ = (pu’)(x) V(x) for 
x E Q, and assuming for the moment that {u, u} x tends to a (finite) limit as 
x+a (resp. x-+ b), let us denote this limit by {u, v}, (resp. (u, u}~). 
This shows that {u, u}~, {u, u}, both exist, and a simple argument 
involving the fact that u E 2 shows that {u, u}~ < 0 and {u, u}~ > 0. Since 
(4 u}b- (4 +7a II4*, we arrive at a contradiction. 
If q2 & 0, then the assertion follows from the fact that B(u, U) < 
B,(u, U) + B,(u, U) for UE V. 
Next let A denote the selfadjoint operator in 2 associated with the form 
B[ 11, p. 3231. Then we observe from above that (Au, U) 2 0 for u E D(A) = 
domain of A. 
LEMMA 2.3. An element u in V belongs to D(A) if and only if 
pu’ E H:,,,(Q), Lu E J?, and both limits {u, u}~, {u, u}~ exist and satisfy 
{u,u}b-(u,u},=O for every ueD(A). Moreover, Au=Lu in ,%? for 
UE D(A). 
Proof: Let u E D(A). Then pu’ E H:,,,(Q) and integration by parts shows 
that (Au, 4) = (Lu, 4) for every 4 E C,“(Q). Thus it follows that Lu E 2 and 
Au = Lu in X, while arguments similar to those of [ 10, pp. 69-701 show 
that {u, v}~, {u, v}~ satisfy the assertions of the lemma. The converse is 
proved by using arguments similar to those in the reference just cited and 
by appealing to [ll, Theorem 2.1, p. 3221. 
LEMMA 2.4. Zf N = ker A, then dim N < 2. 
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ProojI The assertion follows from the regularity properties cited above 
of the elements of D(A), from Lemma 2.3, and from [lo, pp. 54581. 
ASSUMPTION 2.2. We henceforth suppose that A has a discrete spec- 
trum. 
Remark 2.1. As a consequence of Assumption 2.2 we see that A has a 
compact resolvent and that R(A), the range of A, is closed in 2. 
Passing now to our assumptions concerning m(x) (see (l.l)), we first 
introduce a partition of the interval Q. Accordingly, we suppose henceforth 
that either (i) there exist the positive integer I and points {x,)b+ ’ satisfying 
a=x,<x,< ... <xl+,= , b or (ii) when a = --cc and b < co, there exists 
the sequence of points {xl}Oz. satisfying b = x0 > x, > x2 > . . and 
x,-+ --co as r -+ -co, or (iii) when a> --x and b= co, there exists the 
sequence of points { xr}F satisfying a = x0 < x, < x2 < . and x, -+ co as 
r -+ co, or (iv) when a = -co and b = co, there exists the sequence of points 
{XrL satisfying x, < x, + , foreachrandx,+cOasr-+cO,x,---coas 
r --+ -co. Let us denote the subinterval (x,, x, + , ) of Q by Q,. Then we also 
suppose that there are a 6 > 0 such that 6 < p(Q,) for each r, where p 
denotes the Lebesgue measure, and a 6, satisfyig 0 < 6, < 614 such that if 
a<x,<b and sZT= {x 1 XEQ, lx-x,/ <S,}, then 
SUP P(X) d Y> SUP l/P(X) 6 ‘r, s n+ 14i12 dXdY 
for i=l,2, 
JER; 1EQ2: , 
where y denotes a positive constant not depending upon r. As for m(x) we 
henceforth suppose that: (1) p(.Q+) > 0, p(sZ -) > 0 (see (1.2)); (2) m(x) is 
either positive, or negative, or identically zero in the interval Q, for each r; 
(3) if a < x, < b, if m(x)#O in R,, and if (sgn m(x)),,,,= 
-(sgnm(x)),,,,-,, thenm(x)=(wm(x)) I~--~I”g,(~)forx~al- (xr> 
for each such r, where - f < a, < y, g,(x) > 0 and of class Co,’ in Q?, 
SUP l/g,(x) 6 Y? 
rEa; 
SUP I&(x)-gr(Y)llI~-Yl GY, 
i..” E a: -c # L’ 
where y is defined above. We note that the conditions (3) are essentially the 
conditions of Beals [7]. To deal with out remaining assumptions concern- 
ing m(x) we introduce on 2 the operator T defined by (Tf)(x) = 
m(x) f(x). Then we further suppose that (4) D(T) 3 V and that with respect 
to the Hilbert topology of V induced by the inner product (u, u) = 
B(u, u) + (u, u), the mapping T: V + 3 is continuous; (5) Cr(int Q + ) (resp. 
C;(int Q-)) is dense in L’(int Q+; m(x) dx) (resp. L’(int Q-;-m(x) dx)), 
where int X= interior of X. We note that under the above assumptions T is 
a selfadjoint operator in #. 
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Finally, we call A an eigenvalue of (1.1) if Au = ilTu for some u #O in 
D(A); u is called an eigenfunction of (1.1) corresponding to 1. We note 
from Lemma 2.3 that if A is an eigenvalue of (1.1) and u a corresponding 
eigenfunction, then (1.1) holds as an equality in 2. Conversely if u # 0 is in 
I/ and (1.1) holds in &‘, where Lu is defined in the distribution sense, then 
it follows from Lemma 2.2 and [ll, Theorem 2.1, p. 3221 that A is an 
eigenvalue of ( 1.1) and u a corresponding eigenfunction. 
3. THE CASE Oep(A) 
We are now in a position to establish our main results concerning full- 
and half-range eigenfunction expansions for the case 0 E p(A). Indeed, for 
this case we have B(u, U) > y llull’ for u E V, where y denotes a positive con- 
stant, and hence it follows that the inner products ( , )” = B( , ) and ( , ) 
define the same topology in V. In this section we always suppose that I/ is 
equipped with the inner product ( , )“, and in the Hilbert space V we 
introduce the operator S = A ~ ‘T. Then S is a compact symmetric operator 
in V such that zero is an interior point of the numerical range of S. Hence 
let Qf and Q” denote the positive and negative spectral projections of S, 
let AZ =QzV, and let {l/A,?},., and {~,?}~.i (resp. {l/A,},,, and 
{u; },> ,) denote the positive (resp. negative) eigenvalues of S and their 
corresponding orthonomalized eigenfunctions. Then it follows that the II’ 
and the u” are precisely the eigenvalues and corresponding eigenfunctions 
of (1.1 ), while the eigenfunctions UT (resp. U; ) form a complete orthonor- 
ma1 set in AT (resp. A?;“). What is important here is that if we only con- 
sider A’: (resp. A%‘“) as a vector space, equip it with the inner product 
(S.;), (resp.-(S.;),), where we note that (S.;),=(F;), then in the 
pre-Hilbert space A T (resp. A’ # ) the (A,+ )lj2 u,’ (resp. the ( - 1; )lj2 U; ) 
also form a complete orthonormal set. Finally, we note that A: and AYE 
are linearly independent subspaces of V which are orthogonal with respect 
to the inner product (T., .), and if A! # denotes their direct sum, then 
CF(int a+) and C,“(int Sz-) are both contained in .A%‘#. 
Let JV+G?& (resp. X7) denote the restriction of the elements of A!: (resp. 
2”) to the set SZf u Sz -. Then A+ and & are linearly independent sub- 
spaces of Xt and we let ~4’ denote their direct sum. If i denotes the direct 
sum of linearly independent subspaces of a given vector space and [ $ ] 
denotes the direct sum of those linearly independent subspaces of a given 
vector space constructed from functions defined on a+ u 52- which are 
orthogonal with respect to the inner product [u, u] = Jo+ uR- mu6 dx 
(assuming that this inner product is well defined on the given vector space), 
then we have 
J&=Jtf+ [4-]&i-. (3.1) 
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Thus A! is an indefinite inner product space with respect to the inner 
product [ , ] and the right-hand side of (3.1) represents a fundamental 
decomposition of A! [9, p.241. Moreover, if we henceforth agree to denote 
the restrictions of the eigenfunctions u,? to the set 52 + u 52- (and its sub- 
sets) again by u,? , then it follows from above that the (A:)“’ u,? (resp. 
(-1;)“2 u;) form a complete orthonormal set in A’+ (resp. 4.. ) with 
respect o its intrinsic topology [9, p. 711. 
Next let P+ denote operators mapping A? into Z” defined by 
(P* f)(x) = xn+(x) f(x) for f~ A’, where xE(x) denotes the characteristic 
function of the set E, and put Z+ = P, &. Then Y+ and E are linearly 
independent subspaces of Xt and we let dip # denote their direct sum. We 
then have 
3#=9+ [i] ,4u_, (3.2) 
and hence g# is an indefinite inner product space with respect o the inner 
product [ , ] and the right-hand side of (3.2) represents a fundamental 
decomposition of Yip#. Moreover, it is clear that A is a subspace of 6p#. 
Referring to Section 1 for the definitions of .Y and 9 *, we now have 
THEOREM 3.1. The sequences {u,? } r >, , (u, } r a 1 together form a basis 
for 2. Moreover, (u,+ Jr>, is a basis for 9 + and {u; }rz I is a basis for 
LT. 
Proof: Let J, (resp. J2) denote the fundamental symmetry belonging to 
the fundamental decomposition (3.1) (resp. (3.2)) and let t, (resp. TV) 
denote the topology induced on A (resp. 9 # ) by the norm [u, ~1%’ (resp. 
[u, u];?), where [ , lJ, = [Ji., .] (see [9, pp. 5&52]). Then we may make 
use of the properties of m(x) given in Section 2 and argue as in [7, 
Lemma 1, Proposition l] to show that z1 = z2 1 A. 
Next it is clear that the intrinsic completion [9, p. 711 of Y+ (resp. Z ) 
may be identified with the space JZ’+ (resp. Y-) of the theorem. Moreover, 
it is also clear that the Cartesian product 2 + x 9 -, and hence 
p+ [ 4 ] s-, may be identified with the space Ip of the theorem. Thus 
with these identifications we have 
Li?=9+ [i]Lr, (3.3) 
and hence 9 is a Krein space with respect o the inner product [ , 1. In the 
sequel we let P+, P- denote the fundamental projectors corresponding to 
the fundamental decomposition (3.3) and J the corresponding fundamental 
symmetry. We note that [u, vlJ= [Ju, u] =JRIuRm /ml uVdx and we 
henceforth let z denote the Hilbert topology of dp induced by the inner 
product [ , lJ. 
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Finally, if A?+ and A- denote the intrinsic completions of .A!+ and 
A-, respectively, then it follows from our above remarks concerning the 
topologies ri, rz that A?+ x.A-, and hence A+[$] A- may be iden- 
tified with 2, and so dip admits a second fundamental decomposition, 
namely, 2 = A + [ i ] A%-. Since it follows from the foregoing arguments 
that W La 1 (resp. {u; } r a 1) is a basis for .& + (resp. J&- ) with respect o 
its intrinsic topology, since both A+ and A- are intrinsically complete, 
and since J# + (resp. A’ - ) is r-isomorphic to 2 + (resp. .Y - ) under the 
mapping P+ (resp. P-) (see [9, pp. 93-94 and Theorem 4.2, p. lOS]), the 
assertions of the theorem follow immediately. 
4. THE CASE 0~o(A) AND THE INNER PRODUCT (F;) 
Is DEGENERATE ON N 
We now establish our main results concerning full- and half-range eigen- 
function expansions for the case cited in the title of this section. We note 
from Lemma 2.4 that for this case we have 1 <k < 2, where k = dim N. 
Now let Pt denote the orthoprojector on 2 mapping 2 onto N and put 
Tt = Pt T 1 N. Then Tt is a symmetric operator on N and A = 0 is an eigen- 
value of Tt. Let {u~}~l be an orthonormal basis (with respect o the inner 
product ( , )) for the eigenspace of Tt corresponding to the eigenvalue 
A=O, where 1 <k,<2. If k=2, k, = 1, and A>0 (resp. 2~0) is an eigen- 
value of Tt, then let u+ (resp. u- ) be the normalized eigenfunction of Tt 
corresponding to the eigenvalue A. If for the moment we denote these dis- 
tinct eigenfunctions of Tt by {zi)‘;, then it is important to observe that not 
only is the set (zi}: linearly independent in X, but so is the set { Tzi}‘; (i.e., 
N n ker T= 0). Indeed, this assertion follows immediately from our 
assumptions concerning m(x), Lemma 2.3, and the unique continuation 
property of solutions of Lu = 0. 
Next for 1 <i<k,, let wi be the unique element in Nl satisfying 
Aw,= TV: and let M=span(wi)‘;lr where for any subspace X of Z’, X’ 
denotes the orthogonal complement of X in Z. Then its follows from [9, 
Lemma 2.2,~. 5; 11, Theorem 2.1, p. 3221 that (TV:, wi) > 0 for 1 d id k,, 
while it is also a simple matter to show that each of the sets (wi}:l and 
{ Tw,}‘;l is linearly independent in 2 (so that M n ker T= 0) and that 
det(( TV:, wi))$= i # 0. From these facts it is now not difficult to deduce that 
N and M (resp. TN and TM) are linearly independent subspaces of X (so 
that (N $ M) n ker T= 0), and if JV+ = N 4 M, then J(rt is a non- 
degenerate indefinite inner product space with respect o the inner product 
(F, .), and hence [9, Corollary 11.8, p. 261 admits a fundamental decom- 
position as the direct orthogonal sum of a positive definite subspace M++ 
and a negative definite subspace Zt. In the sequel we let Pi denote the 
fundamental projectors corresponding to this fundamental decomposition 
409, I26#2- I5 
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of .Mt, and let {u,?}1;2 (resp. {u,:}‘;,) b e a set of linearly independent vec- 
tors of N such that span{u,+ }F (resp. span{v; }p) is maximal positive 
(resp. maximal negative) with respect to the inner product (T., .) [9, 
p. 121, where we note that 1 6 k, Q k for i = 2, 3 [9, Lemma 7.1, p. 93 and 
Theorem 4.2, p. 1051. Then with respect o the strong topology of ,Vt [9, 
p. 1021 we know that span{u,+ >p (resp. span{o; >‘;3) is isomorphic to JV~, 
(resp. NT.. ) under the mapping P++ (resp. Pt ). Finally, we let {u, }l; be any 
basis for N. 
We may now without difficulty verify that (1) A? = J”+ i $, where 
yi”; = (TM”)‘; (2) V=Jlr+ i V,, where V, = Vn ;X; is a closed subspace 
of V with respect o the norm (u, u)“’ and is dense in A?, with respect o 
the norm 1) 1); (3) if &=A) &, then D(A,)=D(A)nZ,, 
D(A)=M+ i D(A,), and A0 is a densely defined closed operator in A$ 
mapping D(A,) into R(A,) with ker A,, = 0; (4) span{ ~u~}l;l and R(A,) are 
closed linearly independent subspaces of Z such that R(A) = 
span(Tu~}~~ i R(A,); (5) X = TM+ i R(A,) and R(A,) = (A’“*)‘; (6) the 
mapping A; ‘: R(A,) -+ -X; is compact; (7) if P denotes the orthoprojector 
mapping X onto ;X, then the spaces R(A,) and & are isomorphic under 
the mapping P: R(A,) -+ ix; ; (8) if B, = B I V,, then B, is a closed, densely 
defined, symmetric, non-negative form on rX;; (9) A, = PA, is precisely the 
self-adjoint operator in $ that is associated with B, [ 11, pp. 322-3231 and 
0 E P(A 1); and (10) B,(u, U) > y I/uI( 2 for u E V, for some positive constant y. 
It follows from these results that the inner products ( , )y, = B,( , ) and 
( , ) define the same topology in V,, and if we henceforth suppose that V, 
is equipped with the inner product ( , )V, (so that V, is a Hilbert space), 
then we also see that T, = T 1 V, is a continuous mapping of V, into 
R(A,). In V, we now introduce the operator S=A,y’T,. Then it follows 
that S is compact and symmetric, while it is also not difficult to show that 
the numerical range of S contains zero as an interior point. Hence turning 
again to Section 3 and replacing V and ( , ) y there by V, and ( , ) ,,, , respec- 
tively, we may now define the A’:, the {A,?},,,, and the {J~,*}r~, 
precisely as we did before. It is easy to see from the above results that the 
A,$ and u,? are precisely the non-zero eigenvalues and corresponding eigen- 
functions of ( 1.1) and that the remaining assertions of the first paragraph of 
Section 3 (except those about CF(int 0’ )) remain valid. 
Now let Jv; denote the restriction of the elements of JV~ to the set 
52 + u Q - and let A$ and X” be defined as in Section 3. Then M+ and JV- 
(resp. A+ and A’) are linearly independent subspaces of Xt and we let A’” 
(resp. A) denote their direct sum. We then have 
N=N+ [i] AC, dl=d4?+ [i]dK, 
and 
Jv-[i]A=(Jv+ [i]Jkt,)[i](K [i-Ida, (4.1) 
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and hence JV, A, and JV [i ] A! are indefinite inner product spaces with 
respect to the inner product [ , ] and the right-hand side of each of the 
equations of (4.1) represents a fundamental decomposition of the relevant 
space. Moreover, if as in Section 3 we agree to denote the restrictions of the 
ui, u’, and u’ to the set S2+ uQsz- (and its subsets) by vi, v,k, and u+, 
respectively, then it follows from above that the (A,! )*I2 u,’ (resp. 
( -A, )I’* u; ) form a complete orthonormal set in A+ (resp. A- ) with 
respect o its intrinsic topology, while if P: and P# denote the fundamen- 
tal projectors corresponding to the fundamental decomposition of Jf given 
in (4.1) then with respect to the strong topology of Jf (in the decom- 
position (4.1)), span{ u,? }p (resp. span{ u; }‘;j), which is a subspace of A’“, is 
isomorphic to JV+ (resp. .K ) under the mapping Pf (resp. P” ). Last, it is 
easy to see that CF(int S2+) and C;(int Sz-) are both contained in 
Jv[i]Ac 
Next let Q k denote the operators mapping JV [ i ] A into #” defined 
by (Q+f)(x)=xnk(x)f(x) for f EJV [i] A’, where xE(x) is defined in 
Section 3, let P, be defined as in Section 3, and put A?: = P, A, LZ’* = 
Q,(JV [i] A!). Then A’: and A?? (resp. 9+ and Z ) are linearly 
independent subspaces of Xt and we let A%’ # (resp. 9 # ) denote their 
direct sum. We then have 
Jhf”=A= [&A”, 9#=6p+ [i] 04”_, (4.2) 
and so A# and Y# are indefinite inner product spaces with respect o the 
inner product [ , ] and the right-hand side of each of the equations of (4.2) 
represents a fundamental decomposition of the relevant space. It is clear 
that A$’ and JV [ i ] A? are subspaces of A # and $P #, respectively. Hence 
referring to the definitions of 9, 9’* given in Section 1, we now have 
THEOREM 4.1. The sequences {uT~}~>~, {uF-jTs,, and (ui}: together 
form a basis for 2’. Moreover, {u,? } r a 1 together with {v,+ }‘;2 is a basis for 
T+ and {qJr,, together with {v,: 1’;’ is a basis for 3 ~. 
Proof. Let Ji (resp. J,) denote the fundamental symmetry belonging to 
the fundamental decomposition of .A (resp. A?# ) of (4.1) (resp. (4.2)) and 
let ~~ (resp. 5*) denote the topology induced on A! (resp. A # ) by the norm 
[u, ~1%’ (rev. Cu, ul:f) ( see the proof of Theorem 3.1). Then we may 
argue as in [7] to show that z1 = z2 ) A. Using this fact and the fact that 
JV is not degenerate with respect to the inner product [ , 1, it is not dif- 
ficult to verify that if J, (resp. J4) denotes the fundamental symmetry 
belonging to the fundamental decomposition of JV [ i ] A! (resp. Y# ) of 
(4.1) (resp. (4.2)) and TV (resp. TV) denotes the topology induced on 
J1’ [-i-l A (resp. 9’) by the norm [u, ~1%’ (resp. [u, u];?), then 
T3=74&v[/].4. 
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Next proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we see that 2 is a 
Krein space with respect o the inner product [ , ] and that 2 admits the 
fundamental decomposition 
.Y=Lz+ [+]2-. (4.3) 
We let P’ and J denote the fundamental projectors and fundmental 
symmetry, respectively, corresponding to the decomposition (4.3) and 
let r denote the Hilbert topology of di” induced by the inner product [ , lJ. 
Now let A%‘+ and A? denote the intrinsic completions of A%‘+ and AC, 
respectively (see (4.1)). Then it follows from the foregoing results 
that (A’+ [i]A”)x(,lr [$]A-), and hence (A’+ [i]~Z’)[i] 
(AC [ i ] A&’ ~ ), may be identified with 2, and so 2 admits a second fun- 
damental decomposition, namely, 
Y=(Jv+ [i]d@‘) [i] (.K [i] Ar). (4.4) 
Finally, we see that C!?+ =span(u,? }:z [ i ] A + is a positive subspace of 
Y and we assert that 4e+ is actually maximal positive. This assertion 
follows from the fact that dim A< + =kz, that dimd;P+/P+A+ =dimJt’; 
(see (4.4) and [9, Lemma 7.1, p. 93 and Theorem 4.2, p. 105]), and that 
dim P+Y+flP+A+ = k,. Next considering Y+ only as a vector space, let 
us equip Y+ with the inner product 
{Y> 2) = [Ip:.Y,, p:z,1- [P”y,, PQZl] + [y2, z,], 
where,v=y,+y,, z=z,+z*,y,, z,~span{v,+}f2, andy,,z,EA’+. Since 
A’+ is intrinsically complete, it follows that g+ is a Hilbert space with 
respect to the inner product { , ), and, moreover, it is clear from the 
foregoing results that the sequences {u,’ frz, and {o,+ }tz together form a 
basis for C!?+ with respect to the induced Hilbert topology. If we let r* 
denote this induced Hilbert topology, then it is a simple matter to show 
that r* = r ( Y+, and since 9+, as a subspace of Y, is z-isomorphic to Y + 
under the mapping P +, it follows immediately that the restriction to Q+ of 
the members of the sequences {UT }r s,, {v,? 1:~ is a basis for 2 +. Similarly 
we can prove that the restriction to O- of the members of the sequences 
k~ is a basis for 3 ~, and all the assertions of the theorem 
5. THE CASE Oea(A) AND THE INNER PRODUCT (T;) 
Is NOT DEGENERATE ON N 
We fix our attention here upon full- and half-range eigenfunction 
expansions for the case cited in the title of this section. Then with Tt as 
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in Section 4, we see that for this case i = 0 cannot be an eigenvalue of Tt. 
Let {u?}:’ (resp. {u;}:)) b e a basis for N if N is positive definite (resp. 
negati;e definite) with respect to the inner product (T., .), and where we 
note that k, (resp. k3) is just k (=dim N). If N is indefinite with respect o 
the inner product (T., .) (and hence we must have k = 2) then let {u+ }‘;’ 
(resp. {u,: }‘f,) be a basis for the eigenspace of Tt corresponding to its 
positive (resp. negative) eigenvalue, and where we note that k, = k3 = 1. 
Finally, let { ui>‘; be any basis for N. Since { Tui)‘; is a linearly independent 
set in 2, it follows that X = N i -Ye,, where Yti = (TN)‘. Let 
V,=Vn$, A,=Al$, and T,=TI V,. Then S=A&‘T,, is a well 
defined compact operator in V, which is symmetric with respect to the 
inner product B, = B 1 I’, . Hence proceeding as in Section 4 and defining 
the 1~’ jr2 1 as before (which again is precisely the sequence of eigen- 
functions of (1.1) corresponding to its non-zero eigenvalues), similar 
arguments lead to the following result (see Theorem 4.1). 
THEOREM 5.1. The sequences {u,’ }r2 1, {a, }r3 1, and {vi}‘; together 
form a basis for 2’. Moreouer, {u,! }l. 3, is a basis for 9 + if JV is negative 
definite with respect o the inner product (T, . ), while {u,? } I z 1 together with 
{VT >‘;’ is a basis for 04” + otherwise. Finally, {u,- } r B , is a basis for 2’ ~ tf N 
is positive definite with respect to the inner prodsuct (T., . ), while {u; >I >, 
together with { v;}‘;3 is a basis for Yta otherwise. 
6. EXAMPLES 
We now show that the examples considered in [7, 81 fall within the 
framework of our theory. 
First, we consider the Legendre operator Lu = -( (1 - x2) u’)‘, m(x) = x, 
a = -1, b = 1. Clearly Assumption 2.1 is satisfied. Moreover, if LO is the 
minimal operator associated with L [ 10, p. 683, then a simple argument 
involving Lemma 2.2 and [ll, Theorem 2.1, p. 3221 shows that L, c A. 
Hence it follows from [ 12, p. 77; 10, Theorem 1, p, 841 that Assumption 
2.2 is valid. Clearly m(x) satisfies the conditions given in Section 2, and 
hence the eigenvalue problem ( 1.1) with L, m, and Sz defined as above, is 
covered by our theory. It is clear that for this case N = span{ 1 } and the 
inner product (T., .) is degenerate on N. Thus for this problem Theorem 
4.1 applies in full force with k = k, = k3 = 1 and we may take u, = VT = 
VI ~ = 1. 
Next we consider the Hermite operator Lu = -u” + (x2 - 1) u, m(x) = x, 
a = -co, b = co. It is easy to show with the aid of Lemma 2.2 that 
Assumption 2.1 is satisfied. Again we can show that if L, is the minimal 
operator associated with L, then L, c A. Hence it follows from [ 13, p. 253; 
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10, Theorem 2, p. 921 that Assumption 2.2 is valid. Clearly m(x) satisfies 
the conditions of Section 2, and hence the eigenvalue problem (l.l), with 
L, m, and 52 as above, is covered by our theory. For this case we have 
N = span(e Px2’2} and the inner product (F, .) is degenerate on N. Thus for 
this problem Theorem 4.1 applies in full force with k = k, = k, = 1 and we 
may take z), = 0: = u,- =ePr2’2. 
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